
One ID for a 
secure and 
seamless      
journey

contact us: 
info.identity@idemia.com

Public Security
& Identity

ID2Travel



Enhance traveler
experience

Respect data 
privacy

Increase
security

More and more passengers to process (8.2 bil-
lion air travelers expected by 2037). More 
and more threats to address. More and more 

controls to perform. How do you respond to that? 
You cannot always expand infrastructure. You cannot 
always hire more people.

IDEMIA came up with a solution to address these 
challenges; ID2Travel. Instead of automating single, 
isolated touchpoints, our solution focuses on the 
bigger picture; expand and upgrade  your current 
system with ID management and biometric capabilities 
for a better and smoother travel experience, without
compromising security.

Interoperability and scalability are key. We are the right 
partner that you can grow with, at your own pace. 
We are keen to help you deploy an interoperable so-
lution (easy to integrate with existing touchpoints) 
that quickly and securely identifi es your passengers 
at each step of their journey.



Enroll once 
Ready to travel!

Increase
security

Multi-channel enrollment and 
touchless, multi-biometric 
capabilities are key for the 
travelers’ convenience.

Get consent

Start the pro-
cess anytime, 
anywhere

Issue a reliable, 
genuine single 
token 
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Enroll once 
Ready to travel!

Let your passenger choose!
Either way, we respect
privacy. Travelers can now be
identified at every step of
their journey. 

Biometrics is YOUR boarding pass

OR 

Store

Keep

Share

Show

Biometrics is IN your boarding pass

Traveler identity
management
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Use it
everywhere

Now with their unique single 
token, travelers can breeze 
through multiple touchpoints. 
They are securely identified in one 
look or in the wave of the hand.

TOUCHPOINTS

Facilitate Identify Enable

Traveler identity
management
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We stand for 
Augmented 
Identity! 

Use it                   
to travel



Enrollment
solutions

› Touchless, multi-
biometric capture

› Customizable design 
and GUI

› Easy integration
into existing IT 
infrastructures

› CUPPS compliant

› White label app
› ID document automatic capture SDK
› Multi-biometric automatic capture SDK
› Liveness detection
› Identity assertion and level of assurance



Enrollment
solutions

Identity 
management 
solution

› On-site or cloud ready 
data management

› Privacy by design
› Single token lifecycle 

management
› Encrypted, anonymous 

data storage
› Secure sharing between 

stakeholders

› World leading biometric 
engine for both 
authentication (1:1) and 
identifi cation (1:N) 

› Customizable business 
process management

› Easy software integration 
with generic API

› Fully interoperable

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

SUPERVISION

ID LIFECYCLE 
MANAGEMENT

BIOMETRIC 
ENGINE

BUSINESS
SERVICES



Identity 
management 
solution

Biometric eGate 
solutions

 › Touchless, multi-
biometrics available

 › Fast, effortless, non-
intrusive identification

 › Embedded anti-spoofing 
capabilities

 › Mono- or bi-directional

 › Left item detection, 
man trap and video 
surveillance

 › Biometric boarding pass 
ready

 › Mobile exception and 
intervention services

TraveLane 1 Step: 
Just board! 

Increase security and   
convenience at boarding and 

access the security zone. 

TraveLane 2 Steps:  
Let’s reinvent the border 
crossing experience!
Ensure security at borders while 
improving passengers’ throughput 
and convenience.

Smart Borders ready



Biometric eGate 
solutions Biometric

devices
MFACE

Walkthrough, multi-face capture and 
matching. Anti-spoofi ng capabilities 

integrated with high accuracy.

MTop Slim
The smallest sensor of its kind for 4 fi nger-
print simultaneous capture and matching. 
Fake fi nger detection integrated with high 

accuracy.

OneLookTM

The fastest multi-biometric solution on the 
market, delivering simultaneous face and iris 
capture and two biometric matching responses. 
Anti-spoofi ng capabilities integrated with 
high accuracy.

MorphoWave
‘On-the-move’, touchless 4 fi ngerprint        
capture with a simple wave of the hand.     
Anti-spoofi ng capabilities integrated with 
high accuracy.


